excel

Modular power wheelchair
For indoor and outdoor use

X-power 60

Midwheel drive, 360 degrees turnable
Super short turn circle

Comfortable headrest for optimal support.

Width of the comfort armpads
adjustable 46 - 66 cm.

Excellence wheelchair made of high quality and durable
material for a lifetime use.

Lumbar adjustment.

Controller drive only modular adjustable to the
wishes of the user.

Equipped with 2 motors.
Speed 4, 5 or 6 mph.
Intelligent electro magnetic regenerative braking system
Range of 35 km.

Backrest adjustable, 0 - 30°
Seat angle adjustable, 0 - 20°

.

(depending on weight and road condition)

Clearance lever is manually
operable.

Fitted with suspension to ensure driving outside is more
comfortable.

Drive wheel 14” (3.00-8)
Suspended drive wheels.
Max. increasing 12°.
Turning radius 63 cm.

Mobility solutions for independent living

Foldable footrests.

Rear wheels: 8” (200x50).

<- The X-power 60 picture with the
follwoing options:
-electric high/low tilt
-lighting
-electric comfort legrests
-electric backrest adjustable
-modular plus frame
-rigid seat and back
Standard equipped with:
- Fitted with suspension for comfortable ride
- Drive wheel in the middel equipped with air tyre
14” (3.00-8)

Standard specifications
Seat depth:
Seat height:
Total length:
Total width:
Total height:
Backrest angle:
Seat angle:
Ground clear:
Batteries:
Motor:
Speed:
Range:

Total weight (from): 65 kg (incl. batteries depending on the model)
38 - 52 cm
Max. user weight:
125 kg
47 - 55 cm
102½ cm
61½ cm
Frame colour
115 cm
available in:
0-30˚
0-20˚
7½ cm
12V / 62Ah (2x)
Product complies with crash test
24V / 320 Watt (2x)
EN12184
4, 5 or 6 mph
Up to 35 km (depending on weight and road condition)
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